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5/28/20 3:15PMHBO MaxHBOStreaming VideoImage: ShutterstockHBO's new streaming service HBO Max launched yesterday, and along with it came a lot of confusion about how and where you can access it and what you can even look at it. First, good news: If you've previously subscribed to HBO Go or HBO Now, you should have been automatically
upgraded to HBO Max at no extra monthly fee for what you already pay. However, this has not proven to be the case for everyone, and no HBO Max is currently compatible with every device you may have previously used to stream HBO content. Confused? We don't blame you. Updated 5/27/2020, 6:30 a.m. (PT): HBO Max launches today. You can sign up
for $15/mo to enjoy... More HBO Max is missing a lot for a new streaming service You think, after creating two other streaming services (Go and Now), HBO would be better at the whole app thing, you would be wrong. First, if HBO hasn't made the transition from Go or Now to Max for you automatically, the process of moving your existing HBO account to
HBO Max isn't exactly cut and dry. While some HBO customers can make this move by simply signing up for a new service with existing logins, others can't, and figuring out what bucket you're in takes a bit of work. In addition, your HBO Now settings, including parental control, browsing history, and My List queue, won't go to Max - you'll need to set them up
again no matter how or where you got the service before. Aside from that, HBO Max currently doesn't work on Roku or Amazon Fire TV, so if one of them is the preferred streaming method, you're stuck accessing the new service via your computer at the moment. And don't expect a better image and sound: video quality for HBO caps on HD (no crystal clear
4K image here), and sound quality on Dolby Digital 5.1. It's the same specs as HBO Now and Go, of course, but the premiere of new premium services seems like it would be a good time to boost specs, right? HBO told CNET it has 4K, HDR, Dolby Vision, HDR10 Plus and Dolby Atmos updates on its roadmap, but none of them are available today. Still
interested? As you connect to HBO Max, if you're an hbo now subscriberIf you're already paying for HBO now, then you should be able to log into HBO Max with your regular email and password combination. To do this, you will need to subscribe to HBO Now through one of the following: HBO (HBONOW.com)App Stores: Apple, Google Play, Samsung
TVHuluThe Internet Providers Consolidated Communications, Liberty, Optimal, or VerizonFirst time you log in, you will have to agree to new terms of service before you can access the HBO Max catalog. If you disagree, you'll still be able to watch only HBO Now content. How to connect to HBO Max if you're an HBO subscriber you pay for HBO through a
cable company, then you can log into HBO Max using a cable email account and password, provided that your cable company supports this process. Teh Teh supported providers includes:Altice OneAtlantic BroadbandApple TVAT-T TVAT-T U-verseCoxDIRECTVOptimumRCNSpectrumSuddenlinkVerizon FIOSWOW! XfinityHBO Max officially launches this
week, and come June the streaming service will be loaded with ... More As to connect if your current HBO login doesn't workIf you can't access HBO Max through one of the previous methods, the only alternative you have at the moment is to cancel your existing HBO subscription and sign up through one of the supported options. HBO Max runs $15/month,
just like the traditional price for HBO Now, so it should be easy to switch, even if you have to wait a bit to access new content on the streaming device of choice. If you get that HBO subscription at a discount; However, you can check out the content available at Max and see if the new offers are worth the extra cash for you. Emily is a tech, travel and alcohol
reporter based in San Francisco. She is also the author of The Performance of Hacks: 500 Simple Ways to Achieve More at Work - What Actually Works! 38 Corporate Circle, Albany, NY 12203 Because I'm addicted some of the best nights are the ones that have spent in.20 A few things are better than curled up on the couch with a delicious snack, a glass
of wine, and a great movie or TV show. Instead of rewatching your favorite movie or indulging in a bit of guilty TV fun, give your mind a little more challenge, and choose an educational documentary to keep you company. If the mood is to watch something with a little more substance to hit you, you'll find plenty of variations from true crime stories to biopics on
HBO. Learn the frightening truth about the world of Scientology, take a look at Vogue for decades, or feel like a raised love story that transcends hate in times of racial injustice. With so many options, you'll want to consult this list to take you through some of the best documentaries on HBO right now. The press game. HBO All Copy $10 Shop If your favorite
movies include When Harry Met Sally and Sleepless in Seattle, you'll want to add this to the must-watch list. Created by Nora's son Efron, this documentary pays tribute to the late writer, director and journalist. The film offers an in-depth look at Efron's life through interviews with family, friends and colleagues. HBO Going Clear $5 Shop by critics feature, this
documentary takes you into the confusing and fascinating world of Scientology-religion founded by science fiction writer L. Ron Hubbard. Interviews with former members of the church help to paint a vivid picture of the controversial religion and its practices. HBO 3 1/2 Minutes, Ten Bullets $10 Shop This Movie Serves and all too personal a look at gun
violence. He dissects what happened during a 3 1/2 minute encounter at a gas station between a middle-aged white man and a black teenager in 2012. Ten bullets were fired and the boy was left dead. Now now investigated by filmmakers who reveal racial prejudices associated with the tragedy. HBO In Vogue $10 Shop, released in 2012 to mark Vogue's
120th anniversary, features some of the most stunning images ever to grace the pages of a cult magazine. You get access to behind-the-scenes interviews with taste editors, including editor-in-chief Anna Wintour, of course. Treat yourself to all that Vogue has become with this beautiful documentary. HBO Life According to Sam's $10 Store movie is about the
life of Sam Burns, a boy who suffered from progeria, and his family's struggle against the rare and deadly premature aging disease. It's a spectacular and very emotional film, but the perseverance of this family and a boy named Sam will leave you feeling hopeful and grateful for every day. HBO Hitchcock /Truffaut $10 store for those who are totally in love
with the great Alfred Hitchcock and his unforgettable chilling tales, you want to find time for this documentary. His work almost defined what is now called a psychological thriller and inspired some of the greatest filmmakers, from Martin Scorsese and David Fincher to Wes Anderson. Listen to these talented artists reflect on Hitchcock's legacy and Francois
Truffau Hitchcock's book. HBO Loving Story $10 Shop If you watched the 2016 movie Love, you want this documentary about the couple that inspired the film. The moving film tells the true story of Richard and Mildred Loving, an interracial couple living in Virginia in the 1950s. Their arrest led to a landmark Supreme Court decision in 1967. Watch their story
through incredible black and white 16mm footage from their own home movies. HBO Bright Lights $10 Shop What could be better than the iconic mother-daughter duo to provide a portrait of old Hollywood? The documentary shows vintage family films and virite footage to give you an intimate look of one family's extraordinary life in show business. The film is
even more poignant after the tragic demise of both leading ladies. Amazon Abortion $10 Shop This movie addresses one of the most hotly debated topics today through stories told by real women about their own lives and the decisions they've made. The film is directed by Missouri native Tracy Drozd Tragos, whose hometown has only one open abortion
clinic with a forced 72-hour waiting period. Take a look at this issue through women for this issue in this study of all the work. HBO's Gloria '15 Shop icon of the feminist movement, praised journalist, and avid activist, Gloria Steinem tells the story of her life in this empowering documentary. Learn about her many achievements with archival material and brand
new interviews to better understand one incredible woman. H'M Checked Wool Throw $199 Shop Faith Van Metropolitan Cup, Set of 2 $55 Shop Tom Soft Mohair Cotton Pillow $270 Shop Shop
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